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Large area atmospheric pressure plasma processes –Applications of the
LARGE plasma source between flame pyrolysis and thermal spraying
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Surface modifications using atmospheric pressure plasma are used in various

industrial processes. An application is the functionalization of composite materials to

improve adhesion or adhesion promoting layers for structural bonding. In order to

meet the industrial demands, the Fraunhofer IWS has developed the LARGE (long

arc generator) plasma source. This plasma source operates at atmospheric pressure

and is designed for the plasma treatment of large surfaces. The LARGE forms a wide

plasma curtain and impinges at the treated surface with variable distances between 2

to 10 cm (arc length up to 350 mm). By adding a precursor gas, the LARGE can be

used, e. g. to modify the surface of polymers, to deposit SiO

x

 films on metals or to

clean precision surface. The paper will discuss different afterglow plasma gas

mixtures characterized with respect to temperature, plasma species and torch

lengths. In the aircraft industry, an increasing demand for adhesion promotion layers

for titanium based materials is observed to replace polluting and unhealthy

substances. For this application, the plasma process has to be suitable for curved

surfaces with a working range of ± 40 mm. The paper will present several methods to

reach a high adhesive strength and long-term stability against environmental

influences (e. g. temperature, humidity) between the nanostructured and

functionalized Ti6Al4V-bonded joints. Furthermore, the SiO

2

 deposition as adhesion

promoting layer in an open system will be discussed. The SiO

2

 layer properties are

determined by many process parameters: By using the LARGE plasma, the chemical

composition depends on the precursor type. With TEOS Precursor carbon-free SiO

2

layers will be formed. HMDSO precursor results in Si-CH

3

 bonds in the FTIR spectrum

of the layer. The morphology of the layers mainly depends on the distance between

the plasma source and the substrate. The paper will compare different distances and

the resulting layer morphology. Additionally, the oil film removal on aluminum as well

as the deposition of low-melting powders by the LARGE plasma will be presented.
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